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As owners of the materials to be reproduced, the University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives gives no exclusive rights to any publisher or author, makes no warranties or representations, and assumes no responsibility whatsoever for any claims against those reproducing materials or against the University of Wisconsin-Madison by the creator of said material, their agent, estate or any other party in connection with the reproduction of materials held by the Archives.

Those wishing to reproduce and/or publish materials must agree to indemnify the University of Wisconsin-Madison and hold it harmless against any and all such claims, including copyright infringement claims, royalty or fee demands and/or actions, including attorney fees and all other cost thereof, arising as a result of their reproduction of materials from the Archives collections.

This agreement will be formalized by signing and returning to the Archives, the Materials Permission Request Form.

The University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives:

- charges an image processing fee for patrons not affiliated with the UW-Madison. The fee is $25 for one image, $5 for each subsequent image. The fee for re-scanning any image at a higher resolution than standard practice (300 dpi) is $50 for one image, $10 for each subsequent image. Archives staff reserves the right to waive this fee.

- requires all potential publishers/users to seek permission to reproduce and/or publish materials from the archives.

- asks that proper attribution be given for each instance of use. The preferred attribution wording is: Courtesy of the University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives (ID xxxx).

- requests that any publisher/user include in their attribution, an identification number which references the original item (see above). Archives staff will provide such number upon granting permission.

- reserves the right to restrict the use or reproduction of rare or valuable items; to ensure that materials from our collections are reproduced in good taste; or to deny a request because of copyright regulations, privacy rights, or donor-imposed restrictions. This decision will be rendered by the Archives upon receipt of a completed and signed Materials Permission Request Form.

For additional information, please contact the University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives staff at uwarchiv@library.wisc.edu or (608) 262-5629.
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